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Challenges & Issues: 

 
Funding 

 Funding was the #1 self-identified challenge.  

 Libraries expressed concerns about maintaining stable funding given the current economic 

climate and the possible threat the Property Tax Cap legislation could pose.  

 Some libraries would like to pursue the special district option but feel their boards are too 

hesitant about this option.  

 Directors feel most libraries are unable to pay their staff equitable wages.  

 More hours are demanded but directors feel unable to reallocate resources to make this 

happen or to raise the budget to fund this.  

 There is a clear demand for more programming for children and adults but a lack of stable 

funding to provide this. Fears that people are going elsewhere when the library cannot 

provide this.  

 Keeping up with technology and the demand for new formats is putting a strain on library 

budgets.  

 Directors shared that the stunted funding is resulting in organizational growth problems. Some 

areas are growing rapidly while others are stuck due to lack of funding. 

 Some Directors expressed concern that their own trustees were against increases funding for 

the library due to fear, hesitation or a lack of belief in the value of the library. 

 Libraries are open to pursuing new funding avenues such as partnerships with vendors, small 

business concepts and diversified fundraising opportunities.  

 There is concern about charging patrons but recognition that fines may need to go up and 

some services may need to have a charge associated with them to keep going without 

adequate budget increases.  

 Libraries feel the need to increase the scrutiny on the amount of money lost and newer 

claimed through Millennium. 

 Directors expressed a lack of clear fundraising goals or plans. “[We just] hope for a donor to 

show up or some sort of fundraising to „happen‟ to help budget.” 

 Struggling to convey the value of the library to the community“[Our] value is intangible and 

may be hard to communicate.” 

 Some libraries reported the impact of the political game in town is impeding the development 

of the library‟s finances. 

 Libraries acknowledged that they may need to take a harder look at the spectrum of 

consolidation options – from sharing staff and services all the way up to full mergers.  

  

 

Staffing 

 Significant concern was expressed about growing demands on the library and the lack of 

appropriate staffing levels to keep up. 

 Libraries are feeling pressured to use volunteers. However, directors expressed that boards may 

not understand that what paid staff do is skilled work and cannot be done by volunteers, 

particularly in the areas of Millennium and programming. 
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 Directors are dealing with low morale and stressed out staff in some libraries where staffing 

levels have not kept up with community demand and salaries are stagnant or below cost of 

living. 

 As a result of growth directors need more time to do administrative work however given low 

staffing levels this is increasingly difficult. Directors reported feeling the pressure on them is 

amplified by all the other problems identified through the rapid growth they have 

experienced. 

 Directors are open to discussing how some funding and staffing problems might be alleviated 

by working together. 

 Directors are interested in finding tools that would alleviate repetitive work.  

 Need identified for staff training, particularly in the area of technology – the use of computers 

and other devices as well as their ability to assist patrons in using technology (email, document 

creation, printing).  

 Directors find it challenging to get staff together for training, making it paid time, without 

library being open. They are interested in more access to online training opportunities as well 

as options that address different learning styles.  

 Directors are seeking support in helping “legacy employees” evolve with the changing needs 

of patrons (different service models, technology support). 

 

Facilities 

 Dutchess directors are dealing with a host of facility issues. Some have new facilities, some are 

in the midst of construction, others are still trying to get projects off the ground. 

 Maintenance issues are of increasing concern.  

 “Patrons don‟t understand the difference between funding for capital improvements vs. 

operational funding.” 

 No master plan for the library: “[There is a] lack of joint priorities so board committees can 

discuss at the macro level. 

 Directors with new space expressed a need for help in planning for the space to understand 

the impact of new space on staffing; and the impact of increased programs. 

 Directors agreed that they need support for the library construction grant program. 

 Seeking support to begin communication on how to renovate / expand building to 

accommodate community needs (internally and externally) 

 Seeking information to plan for future expansion; financial options.  

 Some libraries are looking for parking solutions and for ways to communicate positively about 

problems with parking.  

Board Support 

 Directors identified a continued need for trustee education from the System.  

 Some directors are seeking support to help their boards move forward cohesively.  

 Directors would like to see more trustees who are ardent spokespeople on behalf of the library.  

o “[My] trustees are not passionate about advocacy” 

o A little over ½ of the directors reported that their trustees feel the library is an essential 

service. About 1/3 felt the board could communicate that the library is an essential 

service well. 

 Some libraries would like to recruit more “professional board members” who know how a 

board should function.  

 Libraries are interested in assistance with board development and board evaluation. 
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What do you want people to say about libraries in Dutchess County?  

 I got what I wanted. 

 Life got simpler thanks to the library 

 Friendly staff who do whatever they can to help. 

 I like going back. 

 A fun place to be. 

 A good use of tax dollars. 

 


